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Exactly 27 years ago this week, March 4,1969 to be exact, both the

predominantly white male faculty and the chancellor of Berkeley jointly,

but reluctantly, approved the establishment of an Ethnic Studies

Department within which would be housed four autonomous academic

programs: African American Studies, Chicano Studies, Native American

Studies, and Asian American Srudies, beginning in the Fall of 7969.In
approving the new department, Chancellor Roger Heyns wrote,

The proposed Department would immediately offer four-year pro-
grams leading to a bachelor's degree in the history, culture, and contem-

porzry experience of (the four) ethnic minority groups...Our faculty are

in general agreement that these matters are not nozo adeguøteþ dealt zaith

in existing courses ønd curricula; and although valuable courses are now

available in relevant subjects, these need to be both supplemented and

coordinated in ways that could most readily be accomplished by the new

Department. The need for these new programs is keenly felt by students

from minority backgrounds who are asking of these educational programs

that will both help them to understand themselves and their special prob-
lems in contemporary American society, and prepare them for the gener-

al service to their respective communities.

In short, the new department was granted autonomy and flexibility
and relevant education and communiry service were to be its primary mis-
sions.

The approval came onþ úter a lengthy, seven weeks to be exact, and,

at times, violent student strike initiated by an unprecedented coalition of
minority and sympathetic white students on the Berkeley campus. The
strike linked the Berkeley students with the aheady striking San Francisco

State Universiry students who had begun their strike for the same thing
three months eadier. Throughout these two strikes, local and state police,

and national guards occupied the two campuses and transformed them
into war zones; the routine business of teaching and research was sus-

pended as students and facultypondered the question ofrace in the acad-
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emy and in the society. Hundreds of the students had their skulls frac-

tured and their blood spilled; hundreds were arrested, many had their

educarion disrupted, if not abruptly terminated, while hundreds had their

career paths irreparably altered.

I was then a graduate student in ancient Semitic languages and liter-

ature and a participant in the creation ofwhat has become one of the most

imporrant legacies of the 60s, the establishment of Asian American stud-

ies in the academy. The two strikes compelled many universities to take

ffirmative steps toward the establishment of new Programs in ethnic

,,,,,di", across the nation. The programs, in turn, lay the foundation for

the emergence of new scholarship on racial minorities, and ultimately, set

in motion, the process toward the reconceptualization of American his-

tory and identity. However, we will do injustice and violence to history if
we think this to be the only legacy of the period. The period also created

both an Asian American identity and the distinct identities of all the

Asian and Pacifìc American communities. For the fìrst time in the U.S.

history it gave birth to the notion of "Third World," or solidarity across

racial minorities. Instead ofbeing hopelessly pitted against each other, the

new identiry politics among minorities advanced a new vision of multira-

cial democracy and set a new agenda and strategy for collective struggle

against racism. This, I submit, is also an importantlegacy, and, indeed,

still the unfrnished business of the 60s.

Twenty-seven years have gone by since the first Asian American

studies programs were established on the West coast. We now have many

,nor. r,r.h programs, large and small, in manyWest coast universities and

colleges. Since the late 1980s, Asian American studies has been prolifer-

ating on the East coast. It would be wrong to say that we have made very

little progress. The fact is: Asian American studies has given us a new

body of knowledge and scholarship and identity politics has made it pos-

sible for Asian American creative expressions to surface and take their

rightful place in American literature, drama, films, music, visual arts' Pop-

ular culture, etc.

However, it would be equally wrong for us to be complacent, or

worse, grateful foç what we now have in Asian American studies. Let's

take a look at what we now have.
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Srnrus or AsrRN A¡leRIceNs SruolEs

The strength, stabiliry legitimacy, and prestige of any academic dis-

cipline in a college or university is measured by its position in the acade-

mic and institutional hierarchy. In descending order, the status of a

co[ege or school within a university ranks highest in the hierarchy; a

department is considered standard and necessary to achieve legitimacy; a

program within a department or in an interdepartmental setting is less

desirable, but workable. An occasional course in any department is

regarded as a cheap pay-off at best and as an insult at worst.

Using these criteria, there has never been a college or school of Asian

American studies on any campus in the U.S. At the departmental level,

only three out of I,479 accredited four-year colleges and universities cov-

ered by the U,S. Nezas and World Report have a department of Asian
American studies: S.F. State (7969), CSU Northridge (7992), and UC
Santa Barbara (1995). As a program within a department, most fre-
quently in Ethnic Srudies, American Studies, or in a social science

department, Asian American studies programs can be found in quite a

few leading universities and colleges, most of which are located on the
West coast. For example, within the Universiry for California system, for-
mal programs housed in departments are found in Berkeley, Davis,
Riverside, and Irvine and interdepartmental grouping of widely dispersed

courses covering Asian American subjects is found in UCLA, San Diego,
and Santa Cruz. Outside UC on the West coast, we find programs of var-
ious sizes on a few campuses in the 23-campus California State

University (CSU) system (Hayward, Long Beach, Pomona, Dominguez
Hills, Sacramento, and recently established, Los Angeles) and in the
Washington state university system (University of Washington, Seattle,

Washington State Universities at Pullman, and Western Washington
University at Bellingham). Among the private institutions, Santa Clara
University and Mills were among the first to offer courses, not programs,

on Asian Americans within departments of Ethnic Studies. Recentl¡
small programs in Asian American studies were established at Stanford
(1992) and USC (1993) and scattered courses have now appeared in small

liberal arts colleges like Occidental, Redlands, and Pomona.

On the East coast, the Ciry College of New York was the first and

only institution to have a formal program in Asian American studies for
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nearly two decades (1970). Asian American students in the Ivy League

colleges fought long and hardjust to have an occasional course offered by

an available graduate student or visiting scholar. As their enrollments sþ-
rocketed in 1980s, Cornell became the first to establish a small program

with regular faculty in 7987; Brown followed in 1989. Yale hired the first
full-time Asian Americanist inJanuary 7995, and UPenn, Columbia, and

Princeton are expected to make their first appointments this Fall.

Columbia and Princeton agreed to it only after a highly publicized stu-

dent sit-in protest. With the exception of Hunter College and Qreens in
the CUNY system (1993) and UConn in Storr (1992), Asian American

studies is non-existent in all major public universities throughout the

Eastern states. Among the small, private liberal arts colleges, very mod-
est programs in which usually only one professor is involved, are found at

Swarthmore (1992), Williams (7992), Amherst (1993), and Wellesley
(1991). To date, no movement is afoot at Harvard, MIT, Dartmouth,

Johns Hopkins, and NYU, or in smaller colleges like Haverford, Bryn
Mawr, Barnard, Smith, Wesleyan, Bowdoin, Middlebury Colgate,

Mount Holyoke, and Vassar, even though they all have a more than sig-

nifìcant Asian American presence. Sadly, Harvard, after 20 years of
protests and demands by Asian American students, is still trying to refer

Asian American students to take courses in East Asian Studies! Harvard
is still unable to make the distinction between the two.

There is no Asian American studies in colleges and universities

throughout the South and in the Mountain states, with the sole exception

of the Universiry of Colorado at Boulder. Arizota State University is now

exploring the possibility to having an Asian American str-rdies program. In
the Midwest, small programs are found only in a few flagship campuses in
public university systems like Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota and an

occasional course here and there in lllinois, Michigan State, Ohio,
Indiana, and Iowa. Northwestern University, with 77o/o Asian American

undergraduates and the target of a long student hunger strike, is the only
private university in the Midwest now moving slowly toward what promis-

es to be a tiny program in Asian American studies. The University of
Chicago, wtth 260/o Asian American undergraduates, does not even have

one single course. In short, high numbers of Asian American students on

many campuses across the nation have had only minimal, if not, negligi-
ble irnpact on the development of Asian American studies.
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To bring this national survey back to California where Asian
American studies began 27 years ago, it is profoundly disturbing to find
Asian American studies classes in less than 10% of the 106 community
colleges, (Nationwide, there are 7,200 community colleges). Among the
few with a program in Asian American studies (CCSR De Anza,Laney,
LA, City, and Southwestern), they are without exception poorly funded
and largely relegated to the academic fringe.

In short, after 27 years of a concerted effort, the presence of Asian
American studies in institutions of higher education in California and
across the nation is tokenism at best and worst of all, it is still considered
intellectually marginal, if not, illegitimate in many a university.
Additionally, an overwhelming majority of Asian American students are

still denied access to courses in Asian American studies. The answer to
the question, whether we need an affìrmative action program to bring
about Asian American studies in colleges and universities across the
country, is an unequivocal "Yes!"

Asrnru AmenrcANs rN AyeRlceu HlsroRv & Socrrry

Beyond the problem of tokenism and intellectual legitimacy in the
academic hierarchy is an even more serious problem: What place do
Asian Americans in American history occupy in the formation of our
national identiry how do we best understand the nature and character of
the American society from the experience of Asian Americans and other
minorities, and how do we make Asian Americans an integral part of the
U.S.

To answer these questions, we must examine how Asians are treated
in American history, beginning with how America greeted the arrival of
the first Asian immigrant group, the Chinese in the second half of the
19th century. In American history if the Chinese deserves any artention
at all, it is always framed by historians as "The Chinese Qresrion."

What makes the Chinese question intriguing and challenging, from a

historical stand point, is the particular vehicle we, as a nation, chose-the
total exclusion by law-to deal first with the Chinese immigrants and later
successively with the Japanese, Korean, Filipino, and South Asian immi-
grants. What the U.S. government decided to do to resolve the Chinese
question was quite different from its policies and treatments of two other
racial minority groups, the Native Americans and African Africans. At the
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time Chinese exclusion was being debated in national politics, Native
Americans had aheady been killed and robbed of their land, and African
Americans had just been freed frorn their shackles and chains. In fact, the

discrimination and exclusion of the Chinese by democratic means occurred

between the decision to systematically remove the remaining Native
Americans and the Plessl ,us. Fergurson decision of 1896. The highest court
of the land sustained the constitutionality of racial segregation as noted in
the words of Supreme Court historian, Charles Warren, America had

"eliminated from national politics the Negro question."

Both the timing and the device used to exclude the Chinese minori-
ty are critical in American history. The Chinese, after all, were not indige-
nous people of the Americas; neither were they brought into the U.S. in
chains. Yet, they had three things in common with Native Americans and

African Africans: they were racial minorities, they were used to serve onþ
the interests of dominant whites, and they were victims of American
democracy and capitalism. Chinese contract laborers, and later, other
Asians, were brought in to do the back-breaking work that needed to be

done to develop the western frontier at the lowest possible cost. Chinese,

in the words of historian Stuart Miller, were "the unwelcome immigrants"
and according to historian Alexander Saxton, "the indispensable enemy."

After more than a decade of intense anti-Chinese agitation, a situation
very similar to the current agitation against immigrants, we decided in
1BB2 to suppress the Chinese with two deadly blows: a) the Chinese race

was to be excluded, and b) those Chinese already in the U.S. were to be

stripped of their right to citizenship. The same law was later extended to
the Japanese, Korean, Filipino and South Asian immigrants. The denial
of citizenship was not repealed until World War II and exclusion based

on race and national origin was not fully lifted until 1965.

The 1882 decision was racist and unjust, but our national conscience

was clear: we did it democratically by an act of the U.S. Congress. The
exclusion rendered the Chinese race synonymous with being alien. On
the basis of their alie n status, the Supreme Court, in FongYu Ting vs. the

US. in L893, in effect, ruled that Chinese immigrants in the U.S. can be

denied the guarantees of the Bill of Rights, and were subject to deporta-
tion without due process of the law. It was a chilling and repressive deci-
sion and a mortal blow to civil liberties and human rights for the Chinese

in the U.S.
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It is, therefore, not surprising that generations of Chinese and Asian

Americans continue to be treated socially and politically as aliens in their

own country and convenient targets of racial violence and exclusionary

impulses in periods of economic slow-down or national emergency. The

e,oa...ution of 110,000 Japanese Americans during World War II and the

killing of Chinese American engineer, Vincent Chin, in Detroit in l9B2

demonstrate the endur ing legtcy of anti-Asian exclusionism'

The treatment of Asians in American history is fundamentally at

odds with the vision and principles set forth in the Declaration of
Independence and in the U.S. Constitution. Like other racial minorities,

we have been system atîcalby excluded from the vision of America and

denied equality and justice as promised in our constitution. No legitimate

study of the u.s., including American Studies, can afford to ignore the

centrality of exclusion in American history. Yet, incredibly, generation

after generation, mainstream scholars and jurists alike utterly failed to

engage the society in serious questioning, as intellectuals are supposed to

do, and ro transmit their knowledge of this seamy side of American

democracy to students and to the general public. Instead, they dutifully

provided the intellectual and legaljustifìcations ofracial exclusionism and

actively took part in either burying outright the Asian American experi-

ence of exclusion, as if it never occurred, or at best, marginalizing the

exclusion of Asian Americans, treating it like a freak accident in

American history.

In this respect, our intellectuals, instead of holding fast to their com-

mirment to the principle of free and independent inquiry, capitulated to

anti-Asian racism and participated in what must be characterized as intel-

lectual genocide. In present day language, they did what was politically

correct in the service ofwhite supremacy! By continuing to Perpetuate the

exclusion of Asian Americans and other minorities in college teaching,

research, and in school textbooks, we subject the children of racial

minorities to what the African American historian, Carter Woodson,

called "intelfectual lynching." Universities and colleges, in this resPect, are

hardty detached, innocent by-standers in the pursuit of knowledge!

In this context, we can begin to understand and appreciate both the

breadth and depth of intellectual hostility toward the establishment of
Asian American studies, ethnic studies, and women's studies since 1969.

Invariably they were and still are seen as intellectual forces undermining
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and challenging the very foundation of received intellectual dogma and

the organization of knowledge. Ethnic studies and women's studies

should have always been the focus of American Studies. Sadly and out-
rageously, American Studies, before the advent of ethnic and women

studies, was essentially white ethnic studies and it has remained largely

the same today!

However, the struggle for ethnic studies and women's studies is more

than just a struggle for academic representation and legitimacy: it is a
struggle for the soul of America and for the fulfìllment of the vision and

promise embodied in the founding documents of this republic. That
vision of America is not onlyfor aúite males or only for European immi-
grants. It is, instead, a vision of multicultural,/multiracial democracy and

of a Native American land peopled by immigrants from Africa, Asia,

Latin America, and Europe.

At stake, intellectually, therefore, is the reconceptualization of the

American identity and reinterpretation of American history. Is it going to

be an inclusive or exclusive America? Is it going to be a democracy for
white males only or for peoples of all races and genderì Is the history of
the U.S. going to be just a history of white males only or a more truthful
and inclusive historyì Is the U.S. going to be a nation of immigrants from
Europe only or a nation of immigrants from all continents? We need to

fundamentally change the way we conceive of the American identity, the

way we organize our knowledge and academic departments, and the way

we distribute academic resources for research and teaching. In short, we

need intellectual affirmative action for Asian Americans.

The Chinese question, therefore, is a problem in American history.

How we address it will determine how we see ourselves and how truth-
ful we are as a people. More importantly, it is an intellectual problem of
considerable depth and magnitude, capable of invalidating those assump-

tions and premises we hold sacred and unchangeable in our organization

of knowledge and in the way we conduct our research and teaching in the
academy.

Corucluslot¡

This is why no university or college volunteered to set up Asian

American studies, ethnic studies, or women's studies. This is why it took
a nationwide political movement in the 1960's and considerable disrup-
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tions on selected campuses to establish a beachhead for ethnic studies and

women's studies in some major universities and colleges. This is also why

those programs in existence in the P^st 27 years have been under siege

and must continue to endure intellectual contemPt and repression from

the academic mainstream. This is also why programs or courses in Asian

American studies, ethnic studies, and women's studies are still not estab-

lished in many of the top universities and colleges across the countries.

But simply setting up some Programs and departments in ethnic

studies and women's studies will not automatically address the central

intellectual issue I have just raised. Much depends on the content and

approaches to these programs and how they function as an agent of
change in the intellectual and institutional environment.

We know that both public and private universities now face a bud-

get^ry crisis and are undergoing drastic downsizing and reorganization.

In such times, programs considered weak, marginal, or expendable are

most likely to be subjected to stringent reviews, forced consolidation, and

even elimination. It is also in times like this that attempts will be made

to redefine Asian American and ethnic studies with what Lane

Hirabayashi and Marilyn Alquizola recently called the "multiculhrraliza-

tio n" andlor " i ntern atio n alizatíoí' of university curriculu m.

I am not opposed to these efforts: both Asian American and ethnic

studies need to expand their visions and reassess their missions in teach-

ing and research. However, I am concerned that many of these efforts are

being promoted by scholars, administrators, and politicians who either

have been opposed to the fìeld of ethnic studies or have never been

involved in defìning and developing the fìeld. They apparently have con-

cluded that if you cannot stop them, join and redefine or modifr them,

without regard to the original mandates. Redefinition of this kind will
have a profound adverse impact on the mission and character of ethnic

and Asian American studies. It is, therefore, important for us not to lose

sight of what we stand for, where we are, and where we are going.

The politics of establishing an Asian American studies, ethnic stud-

ies, or women's studies program in the academy is a struggle for both

institutional and intelfectual change and inclusion. We need to include

the "Chinese Qrestiori' and other vital issues that have been systemati-

cally excluded from our history, just as we need to establish institutional-

ized programs and departments for these issues to be properly researched
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and taught in the academy. Just as important is the need for us to recon-

ceptualize our national identiry and history, to -"k them inclusive rather

than exclusive.

It is a formidable task. Institutions are not going to surrender with-
out a fight even though what we ask for is both just and intellectually

sound. What we ask for,. in fø'ct, maiy be perceived as undermining white

male supremacy, what they have worked hard to establish,rlegitamize, and

maintaù over several centuries. In undertaking óur task, *å cannot afford

to be casual, impatient, permissive, and wishy-washy, tolerating anything

that looks non-European or sounds multicultural. We need to hold firm
to our principles and fight hard to achieve as much as we can and to be

persistent in our pursuit. Persistence is the best antidote for bureaucratic

delay. The worst thing for us to do is to accePt crumbs off the table, to

give any indication we are burnt-out, and, in the process, to allow the

institutions to redefine our mission and consume us. We desperateþt need

in te I I e c tua I ffirmøtirte a c tion.
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